Introduction
This paper will introduce the concept of open source to a non-technical audience and give an overview of its current and potential applications in libraries.
What is open source?
Open source is also known as open source software (OSS) or free open source software (FOSS) or FLOSS (Free/Libre Open Source Software). Open source is the term used here.
For a non-programmer the concept of open source can be difficult to grasp. The 'source' in open source refers to source code. Source code is a computer file containing statements in a programming language, and those statements are intended to define the performance of a task. If a source code was printed, it would appear to consist of words, abbreviations and mathematical symbols. Source code in itself is useless. It is like a script for a play that has never been performed.
However, if a source code file is given to a special piece of computer software, known as a compiler, it be turned into software that can cause a computer to perform the task defined in the source code. The result of compiling source code is a piece of software designed to carry out the task defined by the original source code, e.g. a word processor, a version of Solitaire or a control routine to manage a nuclear power station. The discipline of computer science is built on the fundamental problem of how to create correct and efficient source code for any existing or hypothetical application.
So, all software is produced from source code, and all source code is humanreadable (with the requisite knowledge). The difference of 'open source' is that original source code files are made publicly available, typically via the Internet or on some digital storage medium. The other type of source code files, those that are not publicly published, are known as 'proprietary' (i.e. 'closed source') and are kept private. Microsoft, for example, does not publish the source code to its well-known software products, like Office, Internet Explorer or Solitaire, but their source exists, on some server, somewhere within the company.
Finally, there is an important difference between illegally copying software (e.g. Office) and illegally copying its source code. When proprietary software is copied (once any anti-copying restrictions are removed) it can be illegally sold as the original. If source code is copied, it has no market, but it gives the person who copied it insight into how it works. This insight could be used by competitors to build a better software product, or by thieves to create insecure software versions which, for example, might allow outsiders to access any host machine running software built from the stolen, modified, source code. While copying proprietary software can be endemic in certain markets, stealing proprietary source code is rare. One such instance occurred in 2000 when a Russian hacker penetrated the network at Microsoft's headquarters to steal source code for the then newest versions of Windows and Office (Rohde 2000) .
The Open Source Movement
Today though, open source software is not just merely source code made publicly available. There is a movement which supports it and actively develops and promotes it. An analogy might be with books. One can 'deliver' them in a 'proprietary' way, i.e. for sale, through bookshops. Or they can be borrowed for free from a library, supported by public funds to make a whole collection of books available, because there is an obvious individual and social benefit: books are beneficial to have access to.
The open source movement believes that, in this computerised, networked age, access to software is also 'good for you' in giving you access to functions e.g. word processing, and resources, e.g. the Internet via web browsing software. The open source movement though does not need to be supported by public funds: as software is no more than the contents of a file, it costs nothing to distribute or store. Creating software requires only programming tools (software) and the knowledge to use them. Open source software is ideal for creating more open source software.
The open source movement started in the 1980s. In this era, computer manufacturers tended to create their own proprietary operating systems for their computers. They also produced their own software applications or sometimes allowed software companies to do as well. Rarely, they bought in a proprietary operating system from a software company. This is how Microsoft achieved its position, by making its proprietary Windows operating system ubiquitous and using that as a platform to sell its proprietary applications, like Office.
Richard Stallman was a highly-regarded programmer, who worked at MIT's Artificial Intelligence Lab. He grew up writing software that incorporated source code written by others. He was happy to share source code he had created. For him, building software was a community effort. What he saw though was software which was hidden from the programming community. He resigned from MIT and founded the GNU Project. GNU is an acronym for 'GNU is Not Unix'. Unix is an operating system, whose functionality he wanted to copy and build upon, but in a way that required community effort. Wanting to free software, he created a different kind of copyright license, which he termed 'copyleft'. Under the GNU General Licence, you were free to use and modify source code, but if you do modify code, then you must make that modification freely available to others. Stallman was not against selling software. You could sell GNU-licensed software, but you could not sell any software from derived source code that was not freely available to others. To Stallman, free software should be free of restrictions, not necessarily free from cost. Another important open source application is Apache, which is a web server and currently the most popular one in use on the World Wide Web, running 54% of sites (NetCraft, 2010) . It is managed by the Apache Software Foundation, which pools funding donated to the project and runs the development of the software according to a business plan. Apache is one of a 'stack' (i.e. collection of applications) which together create a platform for the creation and implementation of just about any large-scale application: this is the LAMP stack, consisting of Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP/Perl/Phython. The latter three are programming languages, while MySQL is a database. The website SourceForge.net is the hub of the global open source community and contains a massive collection of open source applications. Because of its ubiquity, there cannot be any computer user today who, albeit unknowingly, has not used some open source software. Without open source software, today's networked environment would not be possible.
In conclusion, the open source community can produce software for any application and can take different paths to achieve goals, some loose, some very structured. As an open source application develops, it 'forks', that is splits into alternative versions of a piece of software. In a minority of instances, a fork might take open source originated code out of the GPL and into the proprietary commercial domain. The GPL has been tested in court but there is still a possibility of friction.
The prospects for open source
While everyone accepts what open source is, there is no agreement as to its utility. Despite its original founder's intention to foster business through open source, the open source movement is seen as 'anti-business'. Open source has been attacked by commercial software companies as buggy, drab and difficult to administer: software companies have been seen by the open source community as selling over-priced, glossy, feature-limited software, despite their protestations of 'quality'. Neutrality and objectivity are usually in short supply.
So, what in general are the advantages and disadvantages of each? Open source should offer easy customization to fit local requirements, it should cost less and it should be supported by a lively community of developers, who keep adding features, fixing bugs and trying to improve system response time. It should naturally encompass 'open standards' technologies (like Internet, web etc) and be extendable to connect to various systems/networks. It is much easier to customise open source applications. Its disadvantages are that costs could be greater, taking into account training, new systems etc, it may need expensive and difficult local customisation and if the developer community does not deliver and no one can offer specialist support, then functionality, reliability and speed of system response will suffer.
Proprietary software should, with active support and good documentation from its supplying company, be 'turnkey', i.e. arrive pre-configured to the user's needs, be actively supported by the company which supplies it (and possibly others) and offer new features, albeit at a cost. There is no reason why proprietary software cannot exploit open standards and offer a wide range of connection options. The same applies to customisation. There also ought to be a strictly-enforced company testing policy for bugs and a commitment to continually improving system response time. Finally, a user group should offer a measure of participation in new feature development. If, however, the market for a proprietary application stagnates then company interest will move into other application areas, and support and documentation will degrade and new features never appear for 'orphaned' proprietary applications.
Where a need for security is paramount, open source can have the edge, as its code is open to inspection. However, when security is a make or break issue, it is possible that proprietary code will be made available, for inspection and security testing. For example, in order to obtain a contract with the Russian government, Microsoft supplied Windows source code for inspection (Thurrot 2003) . However, for many applications, security is not a core concern.
The total cost of ownership (TCO) of competing open source versus proprietary software solutions has been investigated. TCO includes sales price, initial implementation costs, hardware/software upgrades, hosting fees, ongoing maintenance, support and training costs. The biggest element in TCO though is the potential switching cost of moving from one system, typically proprietary, to another system, typically open source-based. For an individual, switching from an old to a new machine can be traumatic, and in a large organisation, even with technical support, switching operating systems and applications on thousands of user machines and servers on a complex network, while trying to maintain day-to-day operations can be extremely disruptive. Attempted studies of potential large-scale switches to open source systems have tended to generate more heat than light, e.g. the London Borough of Newham study (Techrepublic 2005) . Such studies can also be seen as a device to extract better terms from a proprietary software supplier by threatening a defection to open source.
To a certain extent, general technical trends are mitigating switching issues. Virtualisation allows one physical machine to run more than one operating system, and thus a wider range of applications. This can both enable familiarity with potential new systems, and preserve 'old' systems in new environments. Cloud computing, or just remote hosting of servers and services can reduce reliance on in-house facilities, and exploit fully external expertise, so that moving to open source would entail merely a change of external host, avoiding the need for fundamental in-house change. External hosting also removes the need to manage systems on a day to day basis.
Open source has achieved significant advances. Open source applications are dominant in a number areas related to generic functionality, like the LAMP stack, or web browsers. In the latter area for example, Firefox has recently surpassed Microsoft's Internet Explorer as the most used browser. This is indicative of its quality as software as it has had to compete with Explorer which comes bundled with Windows, the most popular desktop operating system. Linux derivates like Ubuntu and Open Office, an open source competitor for Microsoft Office, need to achieve the same market share as Firefox. While this might appear unlikely, there is now a new, powerful, open source champion. Google, a technology company whose revenue comes from advertising, and who supplied the start up funding for Firefox, is currently pouring money into open source, with its own browser, Chrome, and two operating systems, Android for mobile phones and Chrome OS for computers. It is intent on destroying rivals like Microsoft whose main source of income is proprietary software. So there is still an opportunity for Stallman's dream of open source everywhere to come true.
Overview of Open source applications in libraries
Two things distinguish the market for library systems in general. One is that 'library automation', as it was called back in the 1960s, is something that, to their credit, libraries have engaged for a long time. The early days were characterised by library co-operatives pooling resources to share systems development, support and records. The venerable MARC record, for example, dates from 1968. The second is that software customised for libraries has a very small market, relatively speaking. This means that companies supplying library management systems (also known as integrated library systems) tend to be small, specialised and dependent on this one source of income, despite trying to generalise their products as 'information management' tools. Some of the early library automation co-operatives (e.g. BLCMP, VTU) transformed into businesses. This already small cohort of suppliers has been consolidating over time (Breeding 2006) . "Our mission is to build better and free systems for use in libraries. Toward this end, we maintain a listing of free software and systems designed for libraries (the physical, books-on-shelves kind), and we track news about project updates or related issues of interest. oss4lib started at the Yale Medical Library in early February 1999 thinking there were probably other folks like us out there who might be working on free library software or looking for same. Our reasons for wanting to see Open Source take off in the library software arena are straightforward, fairly typical, and mostly outlined in the Open Source Systems for Libraries: Getting Started piece. You would think librarians would have figured this shared software thing out years ago. :)" (Chudnov 2005) Yet despite this undeniable activity, and the seeming kinship of OSS and libraries as 'communal resources', OSS has not had a major impact in libraries so far. At the time of writing, no large academic library or public library in the UK has adopted OSS for its core functions, and the oss4lib site seems to have had no postings for a year. The latter seems the more serious issue: if programmer interest comes and goes, how can OSS applications, both large and small, be created, maintained and developed? Librarians, who certainly should be computer-literate, are not programmers, and there is no reason why they should acquire this skill. Libraries also cannot afford to hire programmers. While there is possibility of sharing such expertise (Morgan 2002) , enough sites must switch to OSS to make this feasible. And since not enough sites will switch, this prevents any chance of sharing.
Libraries tend to be reliant on other bodies to provide their information technology infrastructure, having usually no specialist systems staff. Thus, libraries tend to expect far more from library management system vendors than just software: they need quality support and guaranteed continued development of systems relative to new requirements and standards. This perception of better vendor support, rightly or wrongly, keeps them firmly wedded to the existing range of proprietary systems. Since this market is a niche one, there is unlikely to be any commercial drive to move in and upset the market for the established companies. What is a small market, will stay a small market (Breeding 2006) . This is unfortunate as there are strategic reasons for libraries to adopt OSS. The development of the Internet has created a public information landscape which has isolated libraries by bypassing their aging commercial systems and undercut the value of their services. Rather than pay for the maintenance of existing systems and functions, by adopting OSS resources could be directed into research and development of better library systems and services, to try to win a secure place and a bright future for libraries in the new networked world. Any new solutions discovered should be shareable by all. A thriving OSS community would be vital for this development. The development of digital library initiatives exemplify the potential opportunities for adopting OSS: for example, software for the Open Archives Initiative is largely OSS. As XML moves into the mainstream, it is an ideal environment for OSS. As Google seeks permission for its proposed massive digitisation programme of books, it presents an obvious threat of redundancy to libraries. It would be ironic indeed of the corporate champion of OSS was also the agent of destruction for libraries, wedded to commercial systems to the last.
